journey |ˈdʒɜːni| noun
• a long and often difficult process of personal change and development
Distance Johannesburg → Cape-Town

Distance: 784.19 mi (1,262.03 km)
Driving route: 868.59 mi (1,397.86 km)
12,859.39 km
Competition
ISPA beefs up local peering throughput capacity
The Internet Service Providers Association (ISPA) has improved the plumbing used to exchange local network traffic to make for a faster, more efficient SA ‘Net. The commissioning of a Cisco Catalyst 2924 switch with 24 10/100 ports and a three-gigabyte backplane at the ISPA Johannesburg Internet Exchange (JINX) means better throughput for traffic between the networks of local Internet access companies, and faster Web access to local sites for SA users. The Johannesburg peering point connects The Internet Solution, UUNet Internet Africa, M-Web, Global Internet Access, IBM, CiTEC and the universities network, Uninet-ZA. Cape Town connects The Internet Solution, UUNET Internet Africa and the Uninet. The total capacity of the ISPA’s two peering points currently stands at close to 16 Mbps.
Collaboration
Community
Learn from our mistakes

- We thought we were isolationists..

- We lacked independent regulation